See a lot. Cruise at leisure.

Toba Aquarium hosts the most numerous species in Japan.
From dugong, nowhere else in Japan, to "sac creatures",
about 1200 species of popular and unique marine lives are gathered from the world.
Take your time to go around 12 zones and get closer to adorable faces. You will discover something new.

Show Schedule
Show is on a first-come-first-served basis. No numbered tickets are provided. Go directly to the area.

Sea Lion Show
10:00~11:00/11:30~12:30/13:45~14:30

Walrus Show
11:00~14:00

Penguin Walk
12:00~

Feeding Times

9:40 Sea Otter Feeding Time
10:30 Marine Mammal Kingdom Feeding Time
15:00 Marine Mammal Kingdom Feeding Time

Note:
The show schedule and the activities may be changed or cancelled due to the weather conditions or the physical conditions of animals.